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        温州市浦涞特科技有限公司，坐落于中国最具活力、敢为天下先的城市-温州，主营车载升降照明设备、警
示灯、显示屏等特种灯具类产品的研发制造销售和服务，为消防、公安、电力等特种改装车厂配套，并出口欧
美、中东、东南亚等国家和地区；公司由苏州怡达控股集团有限公司投资并联合温州行业十五年专业技术团
队联合成立，是资本与技术强强对接，公司励志成为特种灯具产品最具工匠精神的企业，推动并引领行业发
展，我们以实业与金融结合，在未来3年着重技术研发，加强资本对接，从起步以靠近上市公司标准管理，规范
发展，实现十倍成长，从而成为具有民主精神的科技型高价值公司。 
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Vehicle mounted mast lightVehicle mounted mast light
1.2 meter height series

1.2 meter high lighting equipment, suitable for vehicles such as communication command vehicles,
lighting vehicles, rescue vehicles, fire fighting vehicles, and other medium-sized special vehicles.

It has function of up and down, rising from horizontal to vertical 90 degree, the rotating head can
be 380° vertical rotating and 330° horizontal rotating to complete positioning lighting.

A camera mounting bracket can be installed on the top of rotating head or mount between the two
lights. Camera rotates horizontally at 380 ° and vertical at 180 °.

The lights adopts LED solid-state lighting or metal halogen as light source, power can be choose
from 90W to 1000W.

Our controller has LCD screen to show product status and faulty, such as battery power, working
voltage, lights on or off, etc.

Vehicle mounted mast light
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Specifications:

--2 lamps details

--4 lamps details

Specifications:Specifications:
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Vehicle mounted mast lightVehicle mounted mast light
1.8 meter height series

1.8 meter high lighting equipment, suitable for vehicles such as communication command vehicles,
lighting vehicles, rescue vehicles, fire fighting vehicles, and other medium-sized special vehicles.

It has function of up and down, rising from horizontal to vertical 90 degree, the rotating head can
be 380° horizontal rotating and 330° vertical rotating to complete positioning lighting.

A camera mounting bracket can be installed on the top of rotating head or mount between the two
lights. Camera rotates horizontally at 380 ° and vertical at 180 °.

The lights adopts LED solid-state lighting or metal halogen as light source, power can be choose
from 90W to 1000W.

Our controller has LCD screen to show product status and faulty, such as battery power, working
voltage, lights on or off, etc.

Vehicle mounted mast light
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Specifications:Specifications:

--2 lamps details

--4 lamps details

Specifications:
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Vehicle mounted mast light
2.5 meter height series

2.5 meter high lighting equipment, suitable for vehicles such as communication command vehicles,
lighting vehicles, rescue vehicles, fire fighting vehicles, and other medium-sized special vehicles.

It has function of up and down, rising from horizontal to vertical 90 degree, the rotating head can

A camera mounting bracket can be installed on the top of rotating head or mount between the two
lights. Camera rotates horizontally at 380 ° and vertical at 180 °.

The lights adopts LED solid-state lighting or metal halogen as light source, power can be choose
from 90W to 1000W.

Our controller has LCD screen to show product status and faulty, such as battery power, working
voltage, lights on or off, etc.

Vehicle mounted mast lightVehicle mounted mast light

be 380° horizontal rotating and 330° vertical rotating to complete positioning lighting.
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Specifications:Specifications:

--2 lamps details

--4 lamps details

Specifications:
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Vehicle mounted mast lightVehicle mounted mast lightVehicle mounted mast light
3.5 meter height series

3.5 meter high lighting equipment, suitable for vehicles such as communication command vehicles,
lighting vehicles, rescue vehicles, fire fighting vehicles, and other large-sized special vehicles.

It has function of up and down, rising from horizontal to vertical 90 degree, the rotating head can

A camera mounting bracket can be installed on the top of rotating head or mount between the two
lights. Camera rotates horizontally at 380 ° and vertical at 180 °.

The lights adopts LED solid-state lighting or metal halogen as light source, power can be choose
from 90W to 1000W.

Our controller has LCD screen to show product status and faulty, such as battery power, working
voltage, lights on or off, etc.

be 380° horizontal rotating and 330° vertical rotating to complete positioning lighting.
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Specifications:Specifications:

--2 lamps details

--4 lamps details
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Vehicle mounted mast lightVehicle mounted mast lightVehicle mounted mast light
4.2 meter height series

4.2 meter high lighting equipment, suitable for vehicles such as communication command vehicles,
lighting vehicles, rescue vehicles, fire fighting vehicles, and other large-sized special vehicles.

It has function of up and down, rising from horizontal to vertical 90 degree, the rotating head can

A camera mounting bracket can be installed on the top of rotating head or mount between the two
lights. Camera rotates horizontally at 380 ° and vertical at 180 °.

The lights adopts LED solid-state lighting or metal halogen as light source, power can be choose
from 90W to 1000W.

Our controller has LCD screen to show product status and faulty, such as battery power, working
voltage, lights on or off, etc.

be 380° horizontal rotating and 330° vertical rotating to complete positioning lighting.
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Specifications:Specifications:

--2 lamps details

--4 lamps details
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Telescopic Mast Light
SGN70-4600SGN70-4600

Telescopic Mast LightTelescopic Mast LightTelescopic Mast Light

Special designed for fire-fighting lighting vehicles, the fully self-developed night emergency
lighting system has a lifting and rotating  lighting function, adopts international leading 
design concepts and manufacturing processes, the lighting optics is patented by a professional
optical team. The LED light source has high brightness, energy saving, and long life; lights 
starts without interference; it is safe and low voltage, pollution-free;

It has the characteristics of wired controller and wireless remote control, automatic reset, easy
operation, high power, light weight, small size, high brightness, wide irradiation range, and long
range. It can be quickly activated to provide high-brightness lighting. This product can provide 
emergency lighting for various applications such as fire-fighting lighting, engineering rescue, 
disaster relief, and police scenes.
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SGN70-2600SGN70-2600
Telescopic Mast LightTelescopic Mast LightTelescopic Mast LightTelescopic Mast Light

Special designed for fire-fighting lighting vehicles, the fully self-developed night emergency
lighting system has a lifting and rotating  lighting function, adopts international leading 
design concepts and manufacturing processes, the lighting optics is patented by a professional
optical team. The LED light source has high brightness, energy saving, and long life; lights 
starts without interference; it is safe and low voltage, pollution-free;

It has the characteristics of wired controller and wireless remote control, automatic reset, easy
operation, high power, light weight, small size, high brightness, wide irradiation range, and long
range. It can be quickly activated to provide high-brightness lighting. This product can provide 
emergency lighting for various applications such as fire-fighting lighting, engineering rescue, 
disaster relief, and police scenes.
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Telescopic Mast LightTelescopic Mast LightTelescopic Mast LightTelescopic Mast Light
SG70-4120SG70-4120

The SG series vehicle-mounted lifting lighting equipment is a night emergency lighting system
designed for special medium and large vehicles. It lifting and rotating for full angle illumination.
High power lamps are used as the main light source.

It has the characteristics of wired controller and wireless remote control, automatic reset, easy
operation and use, high power, high brightness, wide illumination range.

This product can provide emergency lighting for various applications such as fire-fighting lighting,
engineering rescue, disaster relief, and police scenes.
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Telescopic Mast LightTelescopic Mast LightTelescopic Mast LightTelescopic Mast Light
SG70-4200SG70-4200

The SG series vehicle-mounted lifting lighting equipment is a night emergency lighting system
designed for special medium and large vehicles. It lifting and rotating for full angle illumination.
High power lamps are used as the main light source.

It has the characteristics of wired controller and wireless remote control, automatic reset, easy
operation and use, high power, high brightness, wide illumination range.

This product can provide emergency lighting for various applications such as fire-fighting lighting,
engineering rescue, disaster relief, and police scenes.
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SGN70-41000SGN70-41000F

Telescopic Mast LightTelescopic Mast LightTelescopic Mast Light

The SG series vehicle-mounted lifting lighting equipment is a night emergency lighting system
designed for special medium and large vehicles. It lifting and rotating for full angle illumination.
High power lamps are used as the main light source.

It has the characteristics of wired controller and wireless remote control, automatic reset, easy
operation and use, high power, high brightness, wide illumination range.

This product can provide emergency lighting for various applications such as fire-fighting lighting,
engineering rescue, disaster relief, and police scenes.
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Telescopic Mast LightTelescopic Mast LightTelescopic Mast Light
SGN70-41000GSGN70-41000G

The SG series vehicle-mounted lifting lighting equipment is a night emergency lighting system
designed for special medium and large vehicles. It lifting and rotating for full angle illumination.
High power lamps are used as the main light source.

It has the characteristics of wired controller and wireless remote control, automatic reset, easy
operation and use, high power, high brightness, wide illumination range.

This product can provide emergency lighting for various applications such as fire-fighting lighting,
engineering rescue, disaster relief, and police scenes.
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Pneumatic Telescopic Mast
SG seriesSG series
Pneumatic Telescopic MastPneumatic Telescopic MastPneumatic Telescopic Mast

SG series mast is a telescopic mast pole specially designed for vehicle-mounted lighting equipment.
The mast is fixed in the cabin or the periphery of the vehicle body, and vertically lifts lights, 
camera , antenna equipment, etc., to achieve customer predetermined functions.

SG series lifting mast can choose 3.5m-15m different height according to different requirements. If
the scope of this range can not meet the work needs, we can customize according to your 
requirements.
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Pneumatic Telescopic MastPneumatic Telescopic MastPneumatic Telescopic MastPneumatic Telescopic Mast
SGN series

The SGN series has spring wire inside the lifting mast, which convenient to use and install.

The built-in spring wire is made of flame-retardant elastic material, which has the characteristics
of high strength, good toughness, cold resistance, high temperature resistance, aging resistance,
and abrasion resistance. 

SGN masts made of high-strength aluminum alloy, the inner wall of the cylinder adopts a high-
pressure wear-resistant porcelain treatment process, and the outer cylinder is round sandblasted
and anodized. High level of sealing performance, the 24H lifting mast slides less than 20mm in a
static state.

SGN series

And the appearance is more compact and beautiful.



Manual winch lifting MastManual winch lifting MastManual winch lifting MastManual winch lifting Mast

Manual winch lifting mast is mainly designed for lifting professional portable lighting equipment.

The mast can be fixed in the side of  tripod or trailor. Regular extended heights are 3.5m, 4.2m,
5.0m, 5.5m and 6.0m. Specific requests can be customized.

Specifications:Specifications:Specifications:
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SJ series



Electric Telescopic MastElectric Telescopic MastElectric Telescopic MastElectric Telescopic Mast

This electric telescopic mast is driven by trapezoidal screw,lifting process is stable and
reliable.With self-locking system,the mast can stop at any position as need.

There is rubber seal between each section of mast,tripled protection:anti-water,anti-sand,
anti-icing.

Strong compact design ensures bending,torsion and 8 grade wind resistance.

SGD series
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Specifications:Specifications:Specifications:



Vehicle Mounted  Collapsible MastVehicle Mounted  Collapsible MastVehicle Mounted  Collapsible MastVehicle Mounted  Collapsible Mast
CD10 Lodging EquipmentCD10 Lodging Equipment

PTZ, camera, lighting equipment and antenna could be fixed on top of the device.

The device has a 0-90 degree lodging function and can always keep the top platform in horizontal
situation.

When it works, the mast is raised in the vehicle roof and raised to 1 meter high, and a double reset
switch can be used to control the equipment's rising and down functions. Convenient installation and
simple operation.

Specifications:Specifications:

24

Top base can mount PTZ with camera like below: 
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Y02 Smart PTZY02 Smart PTZY02 Smart PTZY02 Smart PTZ

This antenna pan/tilt is a lodging device specially designed and developed for 
communication antennas. It has one-button automatic reset function, reliable
performance and convenient operation.

The antenna pan/tilt mounting bracket can rotate vertically 0-90 degrees, and
complete the positioning of the antenna lodging at a speed of 4r/min.

Specifications:Specifications:
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Portable Lighting productsPortable Lighting productsPortable Lighting products
PLT622 Firefighter FlashlightPLT622 Firefighter Flashlight

Intrinsically safe explosion-proof grade, meeting the requirements
of safe work in zone I and II.

Unique patented explosion-proof switch structure design, more convenient
to use and operate.

High-capacity lithium battery, large capacity, long life, low self-discharge
rate, economical and environmentally friendly.

The humanized dual power indicator and low-voltage warning function design
can intuitively check the remaining battery power at any time. 



PLT635 Handheld Explosion Proof Search LightPLT635 Handheld Explosion Proof Search Light

Full accordance with national explosion-proof standards, and can work safely
in various flammable and explosive places.

The lamp adopts professional sealing design, protection grade IP66/67, which
meets the requirements of fire protection standards and is used in various 
harsh environments.

Has a low-voltage warning function and a 5-segment LED power display device
at the rear, which can visually display the battery power in real time

27
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PLT910 Explosion Proof FlashlightPLT910 Explosion Proof Flashlight

Full accordance with national explosion-proof standards and can work safely
in various flammable and explosive places.

Lightweight high-hardness alloy shell can withstand strong collisions and impacts,
fully sealed design, can be immersed in water test.

Battery power query and low-voltage warning function design, you can check the
remaining battery power at any time.

The outer surface has deep anti-skid treatment, compact structure, light weight,
simple and convenient operation and beautiful appearance. 



Portable Work LightPortable Work Light

PLT666D Multi-function Mobile Lighting System

Mainly used as mobile lighting in fire fighting,power supply, railway
construction,electricity maintenance,natural disasters rescue ,traffic
accident investigation,public security and other emergency sites.

Adopt step-less dimming technology, brightness can be adjusted from 
0-100% according to the exposure requirements of the camera and video
equipment at the accident site.
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PLT892 Multi-function Mobile Lighting Syste

Small size, light weight. It is telescopic, portable and wearable. When used
on a rail system, its bottom mounted rail wheel which can be used to facilitate
long distance movement on the rail.

According to the requirements of the lighting height to lift the lights manually.
The maximum height is 1.8 meters. 
Each lamp is able to do 360-degree vertical and horizontal rotation, providing
multi-angle lighting needs.

Compatibility, equips a standard USB charging interface for mobile phones and
other digital products. 
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PLT892 Multi-function Mobile Lighting Syste



PLT893 Portable Working LampPLT893 Portable Working Lamp

Compact design with strong strength plastic material,whole set is only
8kg,easy to carry.

Collapsible mast can be deployed and retracted manually,1.5m extended height.

Inbuilt USB interface can charge your mobile phone,camera freely outside.

Visible LCD screen shows lighting modes and battery status,10%-100% dimmer 
switch available.

Equipped Red/Yellow warning lighting system ensure the operator safety.
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PLT894 Portable Working Light with tripodPLT894 Portable Working Light with tripod

The unique lamp holder structure design can be used as long-distance lighting
with spotlight, and it can also be easily converted into floodlight for
large-area construction lighting.

The lamp holder is fixed with two lifting rods, which can be adjusted arbitrarily
within the height range of 1.15 to 1.8 meters, and the irradiation direction can
be adjusted arbitrarily. 

The lifting rod and the battery box are an integrated structure, which is convenient
and flexible to use.
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Full-angle Mobile Lighting TowerFull-angle Mobile Lighting TowerFull-angle Mobile Lighting Tower

The lighthouse lifting pole is made of high-strength alloy material, hydraulic
lifting, can realize any lifting adjustment, the maximum lifting height is 10 meters.

The power system is the KUBOTA Kubota D905 high-performance industrial generator set. 
The fuel tank of the engine unit is 100L. It can work continuously for 60 hours when 
it is filled with diesel. 

It is equipped with a brush-less maintenance-free single-phase generator set with a 
maximum power of 7.5KW.

SJB-880F-YSJB-880F-Y
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SJB-880L Full-angle Mobile Lighting TowerSJB-880L Full-angle Mobile Lighting Tower

The lamp is composed of four 100W high-efficiency LED heads. The lamp heads can
be evenly distributed on the lamp panel to illuminate in four different directions
according to the needs of the scene, or each lamp head can be individually adjusted
and rotated at a large angle up and down, left and right to achieve 360° illumination.

Electric or manual lift mode, the air pump can quickly control the lifting of
the telescopic mast; through wireless remote control, each lamp can be turned
on and off within a range of 50 meters.
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SJB-880Y Mobile inflatable Balloon LightSJB-880Y Mobile inflatable Balloon LightSJB-880Y Mobile inflatable Balloon Light

360-degree shadow-free and glare-free lighting, and the light covers
a radius of 50 meters.

Simple and detachable structure, easy to transport and carry, electric
pneumatic, the air pump can quickly control the rise or fall of the 
telescopic mast to any height.

The chassis of the generator set is equipped with universal wheels with
brakes, which can be used normally on uneven roads.
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Lightbar SeriesLightbar SeriesLightbar Series

36
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New type LED lightbar, high power LED as light source. Upper and base 
aluminum for strong structure and heat dissipation. Widely used for 
public police, firefighting, engineering, ambulance, highway, electric
power and other special vehicles.

New type LED lightbar, double layer LED structure. Upper and base
aluminum for strong structure and heat dissipation. Widely used for
public police, firefighting, engineering, ambulance, highway, electric
power and other special vehicles.

New type LED lightbar, super slim design for low wind resistance. Upper
and base aluminum for strong structure and heat dissipation. Widely used
for public police,firefighting, engineering, ambulance, highway, electric
power and other special vehicles.



Warning lightbars for policeWarning lightbars for policeWarning lightbars for police
This series of lightbars are mostly designed and developed for public security
and police use, using the most popular, most visually impactful, energy-saving,
environmentally friendly and high-efficiency high-brightness LED as the main 
light source, exerting a strong deterrent and warning effect.

Red is the primary color in the warm color system and has a warning effect, 
while blue is the primary color in the cool color system, which is in sharp
contrast with red and can attract people's attention.

The warning light and siren are integrated for easy installation and operation;
the shape of the whole light is perfectly combined with the main warning light.
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Warning Lightbars for FiretrucksWarning Lightbars for FiretrucksWarning Lightbars for Firetrucks
This series of lightbars are designed and developed for fire-fighting vehicles,
using the most popular, most visually impactful, energy-saving, environmentally-friendly
and high-efficiency high-brightness LED as the main light source, exerting a strong 
deterrent effect.

Red is the primary color in the warm color system. It has the most warning effect and can
attract people's attention. It has a very strong emergency warning effect on fire-fighting
vehicles and vehicle driving.

The warning light and siren are integrated for easy installation and operation; the shape
of the whole light is perfectly combined with the main light.
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Small Warning Beacon seriesSmall Warning Beacon seriesSmall Warning Beacon series

40

The light source adopts low-power or high-brightness high-power LED
light-emitting tube, which has long life, low power consumption, 
strong fog penetration ability, no heat, stable and reliable.
Suitable for use in large vehicles and public security booths.

The light source adopts low-power or high-brightness high-power LED
light-emitting tube, which has long life, low power consumption, 
strong fog penetration ability, no heat, stable and reliable.

Using the third-generation ultra-high-brightness LED light source.

Optimized optical design, realize 360° warning on the horizontal angle,
and have a wide range of optical viewing angle in the vertical direction.

The light source adopts low-power or high-brightness high-power LED
light-emitting tube, which has long life, low power consumption, 
strong fog penetration ability, no heat, stable and reliable.



High efficiency and energy saving of ultra-high brightness LED
lamp, with high precision constant current circuit design.
Bright, stable and longer life.

JST-833
Made of high light-transmitting materials, with high transparency.
Suitable for installation around ambulances, fire trucks and other
special modified vehicles.
Bright, stable and longer life.

Small size, easy to install, a variety of surface mount methods are combined
to perfectly combine with different car body surfaces.
With a variety of appearance colors, the product effect is more abundant.
Mainly suitable for vehicle installation applications such as cars, urban
small SUV, etc.

41
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Electronic SirensElectronic SirensElectronic SirensElectronic Sirens

*Controlled by a single-chip microcomputer, with clear sound quality
and strong anti-interference ability
*Ultra-thin streamlined design, classic style
*Widely used for public police, law department, firefighting, engineering,
ambulance, highway, electric power and other special vehicles as alarm equipment

*Controlled by a single-chip microcomputer, with clear sound quality
and strong anti-interference ability
*Ideal alarm device for various special police vehicles
*Widely used for public police, law department, firefighting, engineering,
ambulance, highway, electric power and other special vehicles as alarm equipment

*Microcomputer chip control, stable alarm tone frequency
*Split structure, effectively separates the control system from the host
*Handle-type controller, which is convenient for installation and operation,
and has warning light control function
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Loudspeaker

Loudspeaker

Loudspeaker

Loudspeaker

Built-in magnetic steel mixed rare earth material can resist
high temperature.
Waterproof, corrosion resistance, and good air-tightness.

Newly developed ultra-thin polygon speaker.
It can be installed separately, with novel appearance and clear sound.
Good sealing, waterproof and dust-proof functions.

Newly developed ultra-thin polygon speaker.
It can be installed separately, with novel appearance and clear sound.
Good sealing, waterproof and dust-proof functions.

Newly developed ultra-thin polygon speaker.
It can be installed separately, with novel appearance and clear sound.
Good sealing, waterproof and dust-proof functions.
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Smart PTZ & Control keyboardSmart PTZ & Control keyboardSmart PTZ & Control keyboard

All-weather environmental design, high-strength aluminum alloy shell, impact
resistance, corrosion resistance.

Laser night vision range 200 meters, 400 meters, 600 meters, 800 meters...1500
meters and other options.

PTZ integrates multiple communication protocols (baud rate is optional from
2400bps to 19200bps)

RS485 serial control, PTZ address 1-256.

Laser working current
PTZ power
Weight
Power supply
Working temperature

All-weather environmental design, high-strength aluminum alloy shell, impact
resistance, corrosion resistance.

Infrared night vision distance 80 meters.

Strong light search light, search light distance 400 meters.

RS485 serial control, PTZ address 1-256.

PTZ integrates multiple communication protocols (baud rate is optional from
2400bps to 19200bps)

lamp working current
lamp luminous flux
PTZ power
Weight
Power supply
Working temperature

All-weather environmental design, high-strength aluminum alloy shell, impact
resistance, corrosion resistance.

Strong light search light, search light distance 300 meters.

RS485 serial control, PTZ address 1-256.

Editable patrol track, track self-learning function.

PTZ integrates multiple communication protocols (baud rate is optional from
2400bps to 19200bps)

lamp working current
lamp luminous flux
PTZ power
Weight
Power supply
Working temperature
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All-weather environmental design, high-strength aluminum alloy shell, impact
resistance, corrosion resistance.
Infrared night vision distance 80 meters.
Strong light search light, search light distance 300 meters.
RS485 serial control, PTZ address 1-256.
PTZ integrates multiple communication protocols (baud rate is optional from
2400bps to 19200bps)

lamp working current
lamp luminous flux
PTZ power
Weight
Power supply
Working temperature

lamp working current
lamp luminous flux
PTZ power
Weight
Power supply
Working temperature

Camera 2 million pixels, optical zoom 20 times, digital zoom 12 times.

Energy-saving LED search light with a search distance of 150 meters.

RS485 serial control, PTZ address 1-256.

PTZ integrates multiple communication protocols (baud rate is optional
from 2400bps to 19200bps)

Use Russian "spark" speed radar;

Operating frequency K-band 24.15GHz;

Speed range: 17km/h-300km/h;

Speed measurement error: 1km/h;

The detection distance is more than 500 meters;

Shooting distance ÿ100m;

System interface: 2 USB 2.0 interfaces, network card interface, standard
keyboard, mouse interface, serial port.
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LED display screen seriesLED display screen seriesLED display screen series

Message board

The induction screen can be widely used in public security, fire protection,
traffic police, patrol police on duty, engineering rescue, on-site accident
investigation, etc.

Mobile workplaces are used for information release and graphic warnings. Adopt
the recommendations of relevant departments for design production.

This product has the characteristics of novel design structure, beautiful appearance,
simple and convenient operation, multiful functions.

1920*160mm

1960*200mm

DC12V/24V

            DC12V±10%（DC24V±10%）

－30℃ ~ ＋70℃

 ＞100000

Product dimension
Screen dimension
Rated voltage
Working voltage
Working temperature

Control mode

Handle controller

Mobile APP
PC

U disk
Pixel tube space
Color of luminous 1R

<1/100000Pixel faulty rate
Visual distance:         200-350 meters

10 mm

Life Time Hours
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Long-distance traffic guidance screenLong-distance traffic guidance screen
1- High brightness, large viewing angle, adjustable luminous brightness,
to meet the LED display screen can be effectively displayed in various 
environments such as sunlight, night, fog, rain and so on.

2-The bracket can be raised and lowered and contracted; it is convenient
to carry and move.

3-Provide road information, play the role of road language; command and
control traffic, ensure traffic safety; guide the way, improve driving efficiency.

Parameters:
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Acoustic device seriesAcoustic device series

HS-200D acoustic speaker 200W

(1) Voice transmission distance 1000 meters, suitable for expressway remote
sound reinforcement and emergency weather forecast;

(2) Special places such as wildlife sanctuary, chemical industry, power station,
strict traffic control area, airport, etc.;

(3) All-weather design, the shell made by aerospace industry technology, is
resistant to acid and alkali, salt spray, and can withstand high-strength 
impact and vibration;

Rated power
Input voltage
Rated impedance
Frequency range
Sensitivity
Maximum sound pressure
Beam width(H×V)

Speech intelligibility
Dimension
Net weight
Protection level

(1) All-weather design, suitable for indoor and outdoor

(2) High-definition design, strong language clarity and bright sound

(3) The transmission distance is long, and it can still be heard clearly
 at 500 kilometers in the open field.

(4) Suitable for military long-distance broadcasting and large venues
 with long reverberation time.

HS-330 HD audio horn 30W 
Rated power
Input voltage
Rated impedance
Frequency range
Sensitivity
Maximum sound pressure
Beam width(H×V)
Voice transmission distance 
Speech intelligibility
Dimension
Net weight
Protection level
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HS-350 long distance amplifier system

1.Control system for amplifier
2.With sound source of wail-1, wail-2, dispersal, Yelp, Hi-lo, siren
3.Individual microphone volume control
4.Soft start design, reduce peak impact when starting up, reduce noise interference
5.Overload automatic intelligent protection function
6.Power supply high and low voltage protection function, 10.8V low voltage protection,
36V high voltage protection
7.The appearance design is miniature and concise, with stable performance and sufficien
t power, suitable for use in military broadcasting places

1.Rated voltage:DC12V/DC24V (AC22V available)
2.Live recording available
3.Output voltage: 100V
4.Output power: 350W
5.With ACC adaptive cruise control function
6.With LCD display, USB, SD card, Bluetooth playback control function

Features:

Parameters:

Features:Features:

Parameters:Parameters:
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服务热线： 0577-56565255
企业邮箱： info@pulaite.com.cn
公司网址： www.pulaitecorp.com
公司地址： 浙江省温州市瓯海区南白象街道金洋路55号

YEEDA
PULAITE

温州市浦涞特科技有限公司
WENZHOU PULAITE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD


